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ABSTRACT

Nearly 4 million American residents in U.S. territories are second-class citizens, lacking individual and collective voting rights and burdened with other gross socioeconomic and healthcare disparities. These disparities affect many honorable veterans that suffer from physical and mental injuries due to fighting for rights they themselves do not possess. The Insular Cases, self-determination, and critical race theory are current hot topics in Washington D.C. Out of the five U.S. territories, only Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands fully supported a resolution denouncing the systemically racist Insular Cases at a Congressional hearing in 2021. Even Trump-appointed Supreme Court of the United States (“SCOTUS”) Justice Gorsuch called for the end of the Insular Cases in 2022. The Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (“CNMI”) and American Samoa had reservations about fully supporting the resolution due to concerns regarding cultural survival. Legislative solutions to address the prejudiced language in the Insular Cases and the overall nature of second-class citizenship in U.S. territories, which would require statehood to remain American, have yet to materialize. Implementing the United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (“UNDRIP”) through local and federal legislation could be a consensus-based solution to not only
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replace the Insular Cases but also overturn what this Article will refer to as the Discovery Cases – rulings linked with Johnson v. M’Intosh, which include the Insular Cases. Indigenous rights protections could also provide interest toward statehood for the CNMI, as well as potential reunification with Guahan. UNDRIP-based legislation could end Pacific territories' concerns regarding closer integration with the U.S. by ensuring Indigenous rights and simultaneously laying a foundation to end second-class citizenship in America.
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I. INTRODUCING THE ISSUE OF AMERICAN SECOND-CLASS CITIZENSHIP

Struggles for fundamental rights are gaining momentum in America, especially in American lands existing outside of statehood. Washington D.C., Puerto Rico, and Guahan (officially known as “Guam” in the present
day, but this paper will use the Indigenous term “Guahan”) are all exercising their right of self-determination through community-based dialogues and referendums alongside legislative efforts for potential statehood and voting rights.\(^2\) The movement to end second-class citizenship in America is ramping up. One of the remaining racist legacies of the “separate but equal” Plessy-era SCOTUS rulings from the early 1900s are the Insular Cases.\(^3\) The “Insular Cases” are a collective series of SCOTUS rulings in response to litigation arising from newly acquired territories of the “American empire”\(^4\) in the aftermath of the Spanish-American War of 1898. They include Downes v. Bidwell, which enshrined, to varying degrees, second-class citizenship in American territories. Second-class citizenship applies to millions of residents of U.S. territories that are U.S. citizens (or “nationals” in the case of American Samoa) but do not have the right to vote for the President, do not have representation in the U.S. Senate, have non-voting representation in the U.S. House of Representatives, receive lower federal funding relative to states, and have stark poverty and health disparities.\(^5\) The tentacles of U.S. imperialism and the Insular Cases’ reach even includes the human rights black hole\(^6\) of Guantanamo Bay in Cuba, whose origins also date back to the Spanish-American War of 1898.\(^7\) In addition to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, the war created the U.S. territories of Guahan, the Philippines, and Puerto Rico.\(^8\)

As awareness of the Insular Cases and demands for legislative solutions continues to grow, any conversation about reforming systemic

---


\(^4\) Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 (1901).


\(^7\) Id.

racism is not credible without also including the foundational Doctrine of Discovery-based cases. President Jefferson, as well as other Founding Fathers, recognized the Doctrine of Discovery against Indigenous land rights and implemented an American version called “Manifest Destiny” for westward “expansion” with the Louisiana Purchase and the Lewis and Clark expeditions.\(^9\) The basis for the international law of colonialism, the “Doctrine of Discovery” was integrated into America legally in 1823 with the seminal property law case that all U.S. attorneys read about in law school: *Johnson v. M’Intosh* ("M’Intosh").\(^10\) *M’Intosh* essentially legalized land theft\(^11\) and thus the eventual genocide of Indigenous peoples through the religiously-authorized Doctrine of Discovery (that is, an arbitrary logic that other White Europeans had taken land before, thus making it incontestable).\(^12\) The “Doctrine of Discovery” is a collective of papal bulls (Vatican-based authorizations) that provided the framework for European empires declaring ownership of land from non-Christian peoples on the basis of their religious beliefs. Starting with *M’Intosh*, the Doctrine of Discovery was incorporated into American law, and used by other nations such as Canada.\(^13\) From the Northwest Ordinance of 1787\(^14\) and continuing through today, the U.S., as an “American empire,” dexterously (or conveniently) chose which international laws it would select, such as ignoring the Royal Proclamation of 1763, which protected Indigenous land rights west of the thirteen colonies,\(^15\) and implementing the Doctrine of


\(^12\) The *Doctrine of Discovery, 1493*, GILDER LEHRMAN INST. OF AM. HIST., https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-resources/spotlight-primary-source/doctrine-discovery-1493?gclid=Cj0KCQjA0rSABhDIARIsAJtjCfOzqndFRapmcveg0gFi6LKpqEAsgY7K12D-Vi2WyceRizth76rhwaAme_EALw_w_cB [https://perma.cc/P34B-HLMH] (last visited Oct. 11, 2021).


Discovery. Neither M’Intosh nor the Insular Cases are currently possible without the Vatican-based Doctrine of Discovery, so the Insular Cases are in reality just a subset of Doctrine of Discovery-based case law, which we will later describe as the “Discovery Cases” (M’Intosh-related cases & the Insular Cases combined).\(^\text{17}\)

These examples of active case law have varying impacts on populations living in U.S. territories. The Insular Cases impact all U.S. territories. The Discovery Cases, along with the Equal Protection Clause, specifically impact Indigenous peoples living in U.S. territories who fear that closer union with the U.S. would destroy their culture through the loss of Indigenous land rights. One of the most notorious Insular Cases, Downes v. Bidwell, references M’Intosh three times and “discovery” nine times.\(^\text{18}\) Denouncing the Insular Cases alone would address symptoms and not root causes. To adequately discuss the Insular Cases requires a new classification and terminology – a broader scope to include the Insular Cases and all other cases based on the Doctrine of Discovery under the larger umbrella term of what we call the “Discovery Cases.” This could result in rooting out the arguably unconstitutional religious authorization of the Doctrine of Discovery from the American legal system. The Doctrine of Discovery is the foundation for international law with regard to the dispossession of Indigenous land rights. If the Founding Fathers had no issue using international law to dispossess Indigenous peoples, then international law can be used today as a remedy, such as legislatively implementing the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).

A. UNITED NATIONS DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES (UNDRIP)

UNDRIP is the most comprehensive international Indigenous rights instrument,\(^\text{19}\) covering a wide range of issues that recognize the traumatic

---


\(^{17}\) See Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 at 281 (1901).

\(^{18}\) See Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 at 281, 300, 301, 303, 304, 306-08, 311, 369 (1901).

histories and living legacies of colonialism. It contains forty-six articles that address all aspects of human rights, including culture, environment, language, education, and health. A main component of UNDRIP that is stated several times throughout the Declaration is the importance of Indigenous peoples’ land rights. Article 26 of UNDRIP states, “Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired . . . have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired . . . [and] States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.”

UNDRIP has a diverse track record with many different Indigenous peoples and governments and includes a variety of mechanisms to utilize via the United Nations. Indigenous rights are international human rights – they do not threaten non-Indigenous peoples’ rights. Indigenous rights are not beneficial exclusively for Indigenous peoples; everyone can benefit from a diversity of cultures. Humanity suffers when entire cultures and languages become extinct – whether they are Indigenous or not. The *Discovery Cases* are a White supremacist stain on the American judicial system and continue the destructive legacies of genocidal colonialism through the present day, especially for Indigenous peoples. Indigenous land rights, such as Article 12 of the CNMI Constitution, which stipulates that only people of “Northern Marianas Descent” can own land, should not have to rely on the *Insular Cases* in order to exist as an unincorporated territory. UNDRIP-based legislation could be an alternative solution to these issues.

---

24 N. Mar. I. CONST. art. XII, § 1, 3, 4.
UNDRIP is currently legally unenforceable in the U.S., although it could provide persuasive support in domestic courts. Enforceability requires the implementation of UNDRIP-based legislation. This can happen at both the local and federal levels. The strongest international example of implementation is Bolivia, which incorporated Indigenous rights into their national constitution. Be that as it may, this comparative analysis focuses on local and federal UNDRIP-based legislative actions in Canada that would be in the realm of comparability for a U.S. territory such as the CNMI and the U.S. at the federal level. If the U.S. Congress were to legislate UNDRIP-based laws similar to Canada, this would establish protections for Indigenous cultural survival that eliminate territorial concerns regarding closer political union with the U.S. – whether it be citizenship, reunification, or statehood.

B. IMPLEMENTING INDIGENOUS RIGHTS

In an age of relative progress in gender and sexual equality, concepts of feminism and LGBTQ+ rights find roots in ancient Indigenous culture. The status of matrilineal or matriarchy-based cultures is core to many Indigenous peoples, including the Indigenous Chamorro people of the CNMI. Historically, the Chamorro people had both Maga’lahi male chiefs and female Maga’haga chiefs, and their cosmological origin story involves equally powerful brother and sister bonds. Maga’lahi and Maga’haga denoted the highest-ranking position in a clan for Chamorro.


28 Lana Sue I. Ka‘opua et al., Addressing Risk and Reluctance at the Nexus of HIV and Anal Cancer Screening, 17 HEALTH PROMOTION PRAC. 21, 21-30 (2016).


people, and women held control over resources such as land rights and favorable divorce outcomes.\textsuperscript{31} Two of the most prominent Indigenous rights advocates in recent history are the Trask sisters of Hawaii. The late Professor Emerita at the University of Hawaii, Dr. Haunani Kay Trask, wrote extensively on the value of UNDRIP.\textsuperscript{32} Dr. Trasks’ sister, attorney Miliani Trask, is a co-drafter of UNDRIP\textsuperscript{33} and the first elected leader of \textit{Ka Lahui Hawaii}.\textsuperscript{34} Artist and former CNMI Representative Cinta Kaipat, one of the first CNMI Chamorro-Refaluwasch females to obtain her Juris Doctor, is an example of a modern-day \textit{Maga’haga} that continues to engage in art and advocacy for Indigenous rights, especially for her homeland of the Northern Islands that include the volcanic island of Pagan.\textsuperscript{35} If an Indigenous Renaissance is possible, listening to the voices of Indigenous female leadership could be a wise strategy worthy of consideration.

Finally, if there were willing and interested parties, legislative implementation of UNDRIP could lay the groundwork for statehood, as Indigenous peoples in U.S. territories could be more agreeable to closer political union with the U.S. if cultural safeguards are in place. Statehood is the only available way for territories to remain American, obtain individual and collective voting rights, and end second-class citizenship.\textsuperscript{36} The recent “For the People Act”\textsuperscript{37} would be a step in the right direction in creating a congressional task force to address territorial voting rights.\textsuperscript{38} If cultural land rights for the Indigenous peoples of the CNMI exist at the federal level, then

\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Haunani-Kay Trask, From a Native Daughter: Colonialism and Sovereignty in Hawai’i} (U. of Haw. Rev. ed. 1999).
\textsuperscript{34} Noe Wong-Wilson, \textit{A Conversation with Mililani Trask}, 17 CONTEMP. PAC. 142, 142-156 (2005).
\textsuperscript{37} For The People Act of 2021, H.R. 1, 117th Cong. § 3 (2021).
reunification would be a compelling argument for consolidation into statehood. Reunification efforts between Guahan and the CNMI have failed in the past in vastly different circumstances, but that does not mean failure in modern times. Chamorros were partitioned and separated, played off each other, and used to work against their own people by multiple colonialists, especially most recently under the Japanese occupation pre-World War II. Consider the environment that created the divisions between Guahan and CNMI Chamorros to this day:

When a Guam Chamorro commits an indiscretion against the Japanese, he gets one lash. On the other hand, when a Saipan Chamorro commits an indiscretion, he gets 10 lashes. The reason for this is that a Guam Chamorro was not raised by the Japanese and thus may be expected to commit an indiscretion. However, a Saipan Chamorro was raised by the Japanese and is not supposed to commit an indiscretion.

Steve Limtiaco, World War II Deepened Rift Between Guam, Saipan CHamorus

All historic and current intra-Marianas tension arguably would not exist but for genocidal colonialism and partition. Furthermore, implementing UNDRIP puts citizenship and statehood on the table for American Samoa as well, since federal UNDRIP law would protect cultural rights and alleviate Indigenous cultural survival fears. If all territories felt like their Indigenous rights were legally protected, there would likely be a unanimous condemnation of the Insular Cases. With unanimity, a consensus could move forward with actions that address systemic racism and repeal the Insular Cases as well as all of the additional Discovery Cases.

---

which would address the roots of today’s second-class citizenship in America.

Although UNDRIP-based legislation at the federal level may for a time be improbable, the hypothetical is possible, considering both the Republican and Democratic parties are strong in the Marianas and thus have bipartisan appeal in Washington D.C. The people of the Marianas are currently marketing material for the Republican party in the sense that they show that the GOP is not just a “White” political party. The first gubernatorial endorsement for then-candidate Donald Trump in the 2016 presidential campaign was Indigenous Republican Governor Ralph Torres of the CNMI. Statehood for the Marianas should appeal to both major political parties. Ideally, if the CNMI led with UNDRIP-based legislation, and if Congress also legislated Indigenous rights, the CNMI and Guahan could pursue statehood together. There is no ending second-class citizenship without full voting rights, which requires statehood. Indigenous rights-based legislation could be the key to addressing disparities and synthesizing international human rights law with U.S. foreign and domestic policy while ending second-class citizenship in U.S. territories.

C. DISCOVERY CASES AND THE ROOTS OF AMERICAN SECOND-CLASS CITIZENSHIP

Along with the institution of slavery and female disenfranchisement in coverture, the roots of American second-class citizenship began immediately upon debasement from colonized to colonizer. These roots reside in American “Manifest Destiny” colonialism of Indigenous lands from “sea to shining sea” to create “incorporated territories” that would gain first-class citizenship upon obtaining statehood. The Insular Cases go

44 Andrew C. Isenberg & Thomas Richards, Jr., Alternative Wests: Rethinking Manifest Destiny, 86 PAC. HIST. REV. 4, 4-17 (2017).
further by racist judicial fiat in creating “unincorporated” territories – mostly non-White territories not on a track for statehood that can thereby exist outside the full application of the Constitution in seemingly perpetual inequality. Fortunately for both the CNMI and U.S., the U.S. federal law referred to as the Covenant created the CNMI-U.S. political integration and can be amended through mutual consent (or unilaterally by the U.S. federal government). The Covenant agreement arguably makes the CNMI the most empowered of the territories, although they still lack essential voting rights and equal access to all three branches of government – just like all other U.S. territories.

While the CNMI “agreed” to the Covenant and thereby “agreed” to be treated as second-class citizens, the circumstances in which that took place must be critically contemplated. Second-class citizenship that included Indigenous land rights and limited self-government at the time was commonly considered a tremendous improvement after hundreds of years of brutal genocidal colonialism, World War II-based bombing causing the destruction of their islands, followed by years of internment camps under the U.S. The CNMI Founding Fathers deserve credit for a deal that included Indigenous land rights protections after surviving centuries of occupation by colonizers that did not allow them the freedom to move about and utilize their lands as they saw fit. However, the journey for true self-determination does not have to end in inequality. These CNMI foundational leaders were wise to leave open the ability to amend the Covenant so that the CNMI could continue decolonization for greater self-determination in the future.

If the people want out of second-class citizenship and wish to remain American, the CNMI needs to pursue statehood. If the CNMI alone without Guahan were to pursue statehood, and if the Northwest Ordinance of 1787’s minimum population requirement of 60,000 or more to be eligible for statehood is still in effect for “incorporated territories” transitioning out of “unincorporated” status, then the CNMI would have to wait until its

47 Northern Mariana Islands v. Atalig, 723 F.2d 682, 691 n.28 (9th Cir. 1984).
population of approximately 47,000 increases.49 If they reunified with Guahan and pursued statehood together, they would have a combined population of over 200,000 and gain immediate eligibility. Recent Census data revealed a shocking 12% drop in the CNMI population since 2010, so reunification might be even more crucial than ever if the CNMI desires political equality for its people.50

However, second-class citizenship in America will still exist even with voting rights as long as systemic racism remains alive and well in case law. Perhaps the two most infamously racist SCOTUS collections of active case law are Johnson v. M’Intosh and Downes v. Bidwell, and it is no surprise that they are intimately connected. Many people are familiar with the Insular Cases thanks to recent civil rights advocacy51 as well as pop culture.52 However, lesser known and far more shockingly racist are the original cases based on the Doctrine of Discovery, which includes the 1823 foundational American property law case of M’Intosh and its progeny. The case of Johnson v. M’Intosh,53 a dispute between two White men regarding ownership rights to Indigenous lands, is a Supreme Court ruling that removed ownership of land from Native American tribes and put it in the hands of the U.S. federal government based on Vatican authority and religious superiority.

If the abhorrent Insular Cases need to be discarded into the dustbin of history, M’Intosh demands equal scrutiny. M’Intosh’s arguable First Amendment violations of freedom of religion would today be considered modern-day war crimes of land theft and genocide. A potential legal justification for SCOTUS to overturn these bigoted Discovery Cases could rely on the argument that any religious “decree” justifying land theft is an unconstitutional violation of the First Amendment. Implementation of UNDRIP could provide the congressional action that SCOTUS and territories alike demand to resolve the Insular Cases issue.

---

53 Johnson v. M’Intosh, 21 U.S. 543, 572, 574-77 (1823).
Reforms between the U.S. federal government and “non-states” are actively moving forward with proposed statehood for Washington D.C. and decolonization with self-determination considerations for Puerto Rico and Guahan that may also include statehood. Other U.S. territories, like the CNMI and American Samoa, have largely been outside this conversation due to concerns about cultural extinction under greater integration with the U.S. Thus, Indigenous rights legislation with a national action plan is a creative endeavor to address solutions not only to a post-Discovery Cases world, but also to pave the foundation for U.S. territories to potentially become states while safeguarding cultural survival. SCOTUS has the power to undo the historic White supremacist embarrassment of the Discovery Cases: “. . . (It is) the Supreme Court's prerogative alone to overrule one of its precedents.” The U.S. Congress has similar discretionary power to do the same with the admission of new states, and Indigenous rights legislation could be the harmonizing nexus for these two branches of government to ameliorate American systemic racism. “. . . Congress’s exercise of its express constitutional authority to decide to admit a new state is a classic political question, which courts are highly unlikely to interfere with, let alone attempt to bar.”

Global protest movements demanding an end to police brutality show the time is ripe to address systemic racism. For example, the Paris Climate Accords and the Iran nuclear deal did not survive the Trump presidency.
but it is a credit to his administration that the U.S. commitment to UNDRIP remained unspoiled. Current President Biden served as the Vice President in President Obama’s administration when the U.S. became a Signatory to UNDRIP.\(^{59}\) The Declaration has been proudly endorsed by the current Department of Interior Secretary Deb Haaland, the first Native American in a presidential cabinet.\(^{60}\) Bold Indigenous rights-based legislation at the local (CNMI), regional (Guahan, American Samoa), and federal levels (U.S. Congress) would incorporate international human rights law (Indigenous rights) with U.S. foreign and domestic policy (UNDRIP). America may be late to implementing UNDRIP, but it can and should legislate Indigenous rights that address legacies of genocidal colonialism, systemic racism, and provide a pathway to end second-class citizenship in its territories. Prior to discussing the legal implications of the *Discovery Cases* and how UNDRIP-based legislation could be implemented in a U.S. territory like the CNMI, it is necessary to review the CNMI’s colonial history and the resulting impact it has had on the islands and people.

**D. TERRITORIAL FOCUS: CNMI HISTORICAL BACKGROUND**

The Spaniards would have done better to remain in their own country. We have no need of their help to live happily. Satisfied with what our islands furnish us, we desire nothing. The knowledge which they have given us has only increased our needs and stimulated our desires... They dare to take away our liberty, which should be dearer to us than life itself . . .

The Spaniards reproach us because of our poverty, ignorance and lack of industry. But if we are poor, as they tell us, then what do they search for? If they didn’t have need of us, they would not expose themselves to so many perils and make such efforts to establish themselves in our


midst. For what purpose do they teach us except to make us adopt their customs, to subject us to their laws, and to remove the precious liberty left to us by our ancestors? In a word, they try to make us unhappy in the hope of an ephemeral happiness which can be enjoyed only after death.

They treat our history as fable and fiction. Haven’t we the same right concerning that which they teach us as incontestable truths? They exploit our simplicity and good faith. All their skill is directed towards tricking us; all their knowledge tends only to make us unhappy. If we are ignorant and blind, as they would have us believe, it is because we have learned their evil plans too late and have allowed them to settle here.

Let us not lose courage in the presence of our misfortunes. They are only a handful. We can easily defeat them. Even though we don’t have their deadly weapons which spread destruction all over, we can overcome them by our large numbers. We are stronger than we think! We can quickly free ourselves from these foreigners! We must regain our former freedom!  
Chamorro Maga’lahi Chief Hurao

The Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) is the geo-strategic westernmost U.S. territory of fourteen islands, immediately north of Guahan, and is closer to China than California. Most Americans probably do not know that the CNMI even exists, let alone that it is a part of America, yet it plays a major role in the U.S. military’s “Pivot to Asia” amongst hyper-tensions with China.

---

The Chamorro people accomplished great feats such as leading the first Remote Oceania culture and settlement at least 3,500 years ago with megalithic latte stone structures, ancient cave art, and fast Indigenous Sakman sailboats (also known as “flying proas”). They also had their own cosmology, calendar, and astronomy, along with pescatarian diets, water-based lifestyles, and a matrilineal-based culture. The destructive legacies of nearly 500 years of war, disease, and forced acculturation by genocidal colonialism, first under the Spanish, then German and Japanese, before the arrival of the Americans, left a wake of disparities for Indigenous peoples. A range of roots for inequities in the Marianas include second-class citizenship status with unequal access to all three branches of government via the lack of individual and collective voting rights, health care funding

brinkmanship,76 and historic systematic efforts to push the Chamorro language to extinction.77

Although there are CNMI constitutional laws recognizing Indigenous land rights such as Article 12,78 UNDRIP-based legislation could build on that foundation to expand the field of laws beyond just one Indigenous issue. Article 12 of the CNMI Constitution preserves land rights for Indigenous peoples having Northern Marianas descent. Currently, the combined twenty-nine percent minority population of Indigenous peoples overwhelmingly dominate local electoral politics. The CNMI’s Indigenous cultural survival may initially seem secure. Yet, with diminishing native language fluency and discussion to destroy perhaps one of the most important domestic Indigenous rights laws in America by discarding Article 1279, cultural survival is indeed under threat.

Before the 17th century Spanish “Reducción” system of genocidal colonialism in what is now called the “Marianas” archipelago of Guahan and the CNMI, the islands were all one united home to the Indigenous


78 N. Mar. I. Const. art. XII, § 4.

Chamorro people. The Indigenous Chamorros fought and resisted arguably one of the most powerful nations on earth at the time—Spain—for thirty years of “divide and conquer” warfare. The violence and disease at the hands of the Spanish resulted in the decimation of the Chamorro population by at least eighty to ninety percent.\(^80\) Surviving Chamorro people were forced to endure a “convert-or-die” colonial mindset, with benefits and privileges going to “good Christians” but never full freedom.\(^81\) Although now partitioned since the conclusion of the Spanish-American War of 1898, the Indigenous peoples of Guahan and the CNMI still share deep-rooted familial and cultural bonds that are undermined by legacies of division.

Studies suggest a strong cultural identity correlates with positive health outcomes.\(^82\) Alternatively, disconnection from Indigenous culture can result in greater negative health outcomes.\(^83\) A strong culture would presumably be a united one. Several attempts to reunite the archipelago separated by colonialists were unsuccessful in the past.\(^84\) Reunification would be a great catalyst to pursue statehood together, as the U.S. has denied Guahan the right of self-determination by maintaining Guahan as a “non-self-governing territory.” The United States can be labeled a “colonizer” because it still has territories on the list of the UN’s Non-Self-Governing Territories, such as Guahan, American Samoa, and the U.S. Virgin Islands. The CNMI is not on the list following its integration into the U.S. via the federal law of the Covenant, even though they are treated as second-class citizens without voting rights. This democratic purgatory in which an area is not technically a colony, but also not fully free with equal voting rights, provides a

\(^{83}\) Id.; Lucas Trout et al., *Beyond Two Worlds: Identity Narratives and the Aspirational Futures of Alaska Native Youth*, 55 TRANSCULTURAL PSYCHIATRY 800 (2018).
The Indigenous peoples of the Marianas deserve the right to decolonize in a way of their choosing; independence, free association, and integration are the main options.  

Political union with the U.S. evolved during the late 1970s after decades of United Nations “Trust Territory” status following World War II, yet CNMI residents still cannot vote for the President of the United States (POTUS), and their U.S. Congressional delegate cannot vote in Washington D.C. To complete the trinity of three branches of government, the current judge of the highest court of the CNMI is Indigenous but was appointed by the POTUS and confirmed by the U.S. Senate, not by CNMI Americans. If the Chamorros of Guahan want to integrate into the U.S., reunification and statehood with the CNMI would make the strongest argument to end second-class citizenship in the Marianas.

Local and federal UNDRIP-based legislation could maintain current agreements regarding Indigenous land rights in the territories and preserve cultural survival for future generations with increased political equality. If the Indigenous peoples of the CNMI and Guahan want to not only reunite, but also remain with the U.S., UNDRIP-based legislation is an ideal version of what statehood in the U.S. could look like for Indigenous peoples currently in territories. This would at least bring the Marianas out of second-class citizenship.

II. THE RULES OF AMERICAN SECOND-CLASS CITIZENSHIP

America has unfinished business in reconciling relationships with Indigenous peoples. In 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr. summed up the injustices suffered by Indigenous peoples in his book *Why We Can’t Wait*:

Our nation was born in genocide when it embraced the doctrine that the original American, the Indian, was an inferior race. Even before there were large numbers of

---


Negroes on our shores, the scar of racial hatred had already disfigured colonial society. From the sixteenth century forward, blood flowed in battles of racial supremacy. We are perhaps the only nation which tried as a matter of national policy to wipe its indigenous population. Moreover, we elevated that tragic experience into a noble crusade. Indeed, even today we have not permitted ourselves to reject or to feel remorse for this shameful episode. Our literature, our films, our drama, our folklore all exalt it.

Martin Luther King, Jr., Why We Can’t Wait

Along with the U.S. Constitutional Indian Commerce Clause and Territorial plenary powers, the Discovery Cases define the dominant role of the American legal landscape of federal relationships with Indigenous peoples. Many legal horrors for Native Americans flowed from these foundations, including the Indian Removal Act, Dawes Act, Homestead Act, and Indian Civilization Fund Act of 1819. These laws worked towards land dispossession of Indigenous peoples and financed Christian institutions to enforce cultural genocide within Indian Residential Boarding Schools. Current SCOTUS rulings have shown an inclination towards greater recognition of Indigenous rights, making it plausible for the passage of Indigenous rights legislation and the legislative-judicial consummation for the legal denunciation of the Discovery Cases.


Implementing UNDRIP principles within the U.S. is not a completely novel idea. The Navajo Nation has utilized UNDRIP in several ways, and the Pawnee Nation recently implemented UNDRIP into their tribal government. Although Indigenous groups in the CNMI are not classified as “Native American Tribes,” Native American tribes and the CNMI’s Chamorros and Refaluwasch are all Indigenous peoples, and all are federally governed through the Department of Interior. Native Americans’ and the Chamorros’ first-contact stories with Europeans share a common denominator in the Doctrine of Discovery authorizing the eventual genocide, forced labor, and land theft of their ancestors. The indignity from legacies of the Doctrine of Discovery is kept alive today under M’Intosh and other active Discovery Cases.

Aligning advocacy goals for all Indigenous peoples within the U.S. requires greater collaboration between Indigenous Pacific Islanders and Native Americans. Enhanced solidarity between the political leadership of the CNMI and Guahan is also critical. The CNMI political leadership remains for the most part publicly silent, as ancient Chamorro sacred sites in Guahan, such as Litekyan (“Ritidian”), are under threat of further destruction from the current U.S. military live-fire weapons testing build-up. The sacred sites in Guahan are also sacred to CNMI Chamorros, as nearly all Chamorros were forced through the crucible of Guahan post-ethnic cleansing of most of the Marianas archipelago. Similarly, the
leadership in Guahan were also relatively publicly silent as the U.S. military previously planned to controversially turn the islands of Tinian and Pagan in the CNMI into live-fire weapons testing zones, bases, and airports; all sources of irreversible environmental pollution. There are other examples contributing to ongoing second-class citizenship in U.S. territories. Regular exclusion from “Indigenous” designations and collaborations, such as the erasure of Indigenous Chamorros, Refaluwasch, and Samoans from Indigenous Peoples Day celebrations, demean the sacrifices of Chamorro, Refaluwasch, and Samoan military veterans. Absent recognition, it is easier for Americans to be unaware that the U.S. even possesses Pacific territories, let alone oppresses Indigenous peoples by denying voting rights to all and citizenship to some.

Constitutional plenary powers give Congress complete control over both territories and Indigenous peoples in the U.S. M’Intosh begins the

against-dod-navy/article_112e0caa-fbdb-11ea-8a3f-df09e44bc0b1.html [https://perma.cc/DGP7-4GQZ].
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historic line of *Discovery Cases* that enforce religious authorization for “Conquest” and “Discovery” which enabled global genocide that legalized land theft from Indigenous peoples and the enslavement of African people.106 The series of *Insular Cases*107 made it legal to enforce further indignities of political inequality within U.S. territories.108 The U.S.-CNMI Covenant makes the CNMI unique as a U.S. territory, whereas other current territories were mostly acquired either by military conquest (Puerto Rico and Guahan) or purchase (U.S. Virgin Islands). However, this came at a great cost to the CNMI’s Indigenous peoples, as nearly a quarter109 of their combined population died during the American onslaught.110 The period between World War II and the creation of the Commonwealth included years of internment camps and over ten years without self-determination and freedom of movement for the Indigenous peoples of the CNMI. The Covenant was not a negotiation between equal parties and thus arguably subjected to “undue influence” in contracting,111 even if the people of the CNMI desired a union with the U.S. and it was supported by the UN. The above requires a general review of how plenary powers and SCOTUS rulings affect the CNMI.

A. U.S. CONSTITUTIONAL PLENARY POWERS

We in Congress must stay vigilant and keep up the fight to protect the franchise, especially for communities of color. . . And as members of the Indian Affairs Committee, we

---


111 Mary Joy Quinn, *Defining Undue Influence*, 35 *BiPICAL* 72, 72-75 (2014).
owe a particular duty to American Indians, Alaska Natives, and Native Hawaiians to ensure their votes are counted, not discounted. Because voting is sacred. And Native votes matter.

U.S. Senator, Brian Schatz (D-Hawai’i), Chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs

Senator Schatz’s speech notably leaves out Indigenous American Chamorros, Refaluwasch, and Samoans. The U.S. Constitutional plenary powers require statehood for voting rights, and territories are not states. This leaves nearly four million Americans residing in U.S. territories without “sacred voting rights” which Senator Schatz references in his speech above. Worse still is the incorporated versus unincorporated divide: incorporated territories are at least on a track to statehood, while unincorporated territories remain in political purgatory sans voting rights. The Commonwealth is an unincorporated U.S. territory, exercising self-determination with integration into America and limited self-governance including Indigenous land rights, but it is treated relatively similarly as all other U.S. territories in lacking individual and collective voting rights. However, the Covenant allows for amendments, so the CNMI could pursue incorporated status for statehood, or anything else. The Indigenous peoples of the CNMI were put in a unique position relative to other Indigenous groups colonized in the United States, because they submitted to U.S. sovereignty while keeping a hundred percent of their ancestral lands. However, context is critical, and the review of how and why anyone would “agree” to second-class citizenship in potential perpetuity is required.

Arguments have been made that the U.S.-CNMI Covenant was made pursuant to plenary presidential treaty powers and not territorial plenary powers. Article II Section 2 of the Treaty Power in the Constitution reads, “[The President] shall have Power, by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds of the Senators present concur . . . ” Strong arguments deem the CNMI and the Covenant products of plenary treaty power, and not territorial plenary powers, because the CNMI was not technically a U.S. jurisdiction before becoming a territory. Self-determination via integration with the U.S. “liberated” the CNMI from

---

112 Covenant, supra note 46.
113 Horey, supra note 105.
114 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 2, cl. 2.
115 Horey, supra note 105.
Japanese colonialism, even though the Americans had no plans on leaving after World War II. Either way, the CNMI is still a self-governing unincorporated territory, and with any potential future pursuit of statehood, plenary powers could enable a new agreement to end second-class citizenship.

Congressional plenary powers\footnote{\textit{Plenary Power}, LEGAL INFO INST., https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/plenary_power [https://perma.cc/Q93W-RQL2] (last visited Nov. 21, 2021).} over Indigenous “Indian Tribes” are derived from the U.S. Constitution, Article I Section 8: “To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes . . . ”\footnote{U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3.} However, the CNMI’s Indigenous peoples are not technically “Tribal.” Territorial plenary powers over territories reside in Article IV Section 3: “The Congress shall have Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States; and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice any Claims of the United States, or of any particular State.”\footnote{U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 3.} Although arguments have been made that the CNMI was formed under treaty plenary power, this ambiguity on which type of plenary power it falls under contributes to the Commonwealth’s ultimate status as being “far from clear.”\footnote{Wabol v Villacrusis, 908 F.2d 411 n.18 (9th Cir. 1990).} Plenary powers provide Congress with the highest authority over Indigenous affairs in “Tribal” America. It also gives Congress the ability to sever ties with any territory as it pleases. That would put the CNMI in a precarious legal standing with the U.S. federal government if the Covenant were dependent upon territorial plenary powers like other territories. Alternatively, if the Covenant is dependent upon plenary treaty powers, then the CNMI is in a less volatile situation. That there are even debates about which kind of plenary power is responsible for the Covenant makes the situation for the CNMI’s Indigenous populations potentially unstable.\footnote{Horey, supra note 105.} The Covenant mandates that any change in the integration must have mutual consent between the CNMI and the U.S. (although the U.S. can also act unilaterally). The Covenant provides some level of security for the CNMI to remain a non-state territory, rather than facing a threat similar to fellow territory Puerto Rico when former President
Trump threatened to barter Puerto Rico for Greenland.\textsuperscript{122} Further research is required for a political and economic cost-benefit analysis weighing the status quo versus statehood (assuming legal preservation of Indigenous land rights).\textsuperscript{123}

Indigenous peoples in the CNMI had been ravaged to varying degrees by three different colonizers for centuries before the devastation of World War II. Few places experienced the devastation of bombs, infrastructure destruction, and Indigenous population loss like Saipan did during World War II. Thus, the CNMI was desperate for support. Due to these circumstances, it is no surprise that the CNMI joined the U.S. voluntarily and did so without the benefits of voting rights.\textsuperscript{124}

Some arguments are made that remaining a territory has tax benefits.\textsuperscript{125} It is difficult to argue that federal income tax exemptions for the territory benefits anyone other than the wealthy minority. Over half of the CNMI population live below the federal poverty line and would not pay much, if any, federal income tax.\textsuperscript{126} If the CNMI were a state and had representatives and senators voting on legislation in Washington D.C., political horse-trading could lead to more funding and resources for the Indigenous peoples living with harsh disparities which could outweigh arguments that taxes from statehood could be economically harmful.

A 2021 Congressional hearing that included legal experts, law and history professors, and members of Congress, featured debate and


\textsuperscript{123} Territory Gets Less Than Any State in Competitive Programs, PUERTO RICO 51ST (Feb. 25, 2015), https://www.pr51st.com/territory-gets-less-than-any-state-in-competitive-programs/ [https://perma.cc/E75M-P8JB].


discussion of a proposed Resolution denouncing the Insular Cases.\textsuperscript{127} However, American Samoa would not agree to the Resolution. Many American Samoan people fear a loss of cultural land rights due to belief that the Insular Cases provide protection of those land rights through the unincorporated territory status.\textsuperscript{128} None of the experts at the hearing provided solutions to this conflict, instead only offering general responses like “this is just a first step” and “Congress needs to find legislative fixes.”\textsuperscript{129}

A potential solution to the abhorrent Insular Cases, and the Discovery Cases in general, is UNDRIP-based legislation that includes land right protections for Indigenous peoples. If a federal UNDRIP-based law became a reality, and the CNMI desired statehood (with or without Guahan), the authority would be under state admissions-based plenary powers.\textsuperscript{130}

If the U.S. were to follow Canada’s lead with local and then federal UNDRIP-based laws, this could help address the concerns of Indigenous peoples in the CNMI and other territories who desire closer integration with the U.S. Territories like American Samoa could then potentially support a resolution denouncing the racist Insular Cases, because they know their cultural rights are protected at the federal level. Political power through individual and collective voting rights and additional resources to address socioeconomic and health care disparities could be revolutionary for the CNMI.

As the Indigenous peoples of Guahan go through public and community-wide dialogue regarding their own self-determination,\textsuperscript{131} reunification is on the table, if they desire integration via statehood instead of independence or free association.\textsuperscript{132} Partition is perhaps the worst living legacy of genocidal colonialism in the Marianas because it continues to divide a once-united Chamorro people and culture that otherwise thrived

\textsuperscript{127} House Natural Resources Committee Democrats, \textit{Full Committee Hearing - Insular Cases Resolution}, YOUTUBE (May 12, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZYBMHLn1mM&t=5491s [https://perma.cc/3MFM-DFDX].
\textsuperscript{129} House Natural Resources Committee Democrats, \textit{supra} note 127.
\textsuperscript{130} U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 3.
\textsuperscript{132} United Nations and Decolonization, \textit{supra} note 86.
together for millennia. Decolonization through reunification could strengthen any advocacy for statehood. Perhaps using a decolonized name different from the “Marianas” that is not an insulting reference to a European royal that held power during the genocide of the Chamorros could be a good place to start.  

If the Marianas were to reunify into U.S. statehood, their two voting U.S. Senators could be decisive power brokers in a split Senate, not unlike the leveraging power of Senators Joe Manchin and Kyrsten Sinema over the 2021 budget discussions in Congress. Guahan and the CNMI both have relatively equal number of Republican and Democratic politicians; combined, they could be a crucial swing vote that is partial to both agendas. This could bring enormous benefits to the people of the Marianas in terms of political power. If the CNMI leads with local UNDRIP-based legislation, including an open-invite to reunify with Guahan, it would be an exemplary display of Indigenous diplomacy for peace and harmony – the essence of “Inafa’maolek.”

Inafa’maolek in Chamorro literally means “to make good” but is more aptly used to describe their cultural philosophy that emphasizes harmonious relationships between each other and nature.

B. THE DOCTRINE OF DISCOVERY & M’INTOSH

They make us go every day to their churches to pray, and if we do not learn their prayers, either they scold us, or punish us. They teach our children their own way, so that they would rather disobey their parents than to [disobey] anything their teachers tell them. A short time ago, these boys dragged [the body of] one of our relatives, because he had not wanted to become a Christian when they killed him; this they did just to please their teachers. These are [supposed to be] the best among the Spaniards, who came to our lands only to teach us the way to Heaven, as they

claim, as if all our ancestors had not discovered it, and only they know it, as if they were wiser than ourselves, to know what our ancestors did not know.
Chamorro Maga’lahi Chief Agualin

To have an appreciation for the impact of the Discovery Cases requires a brief explanation of the time period and justification used to enact those laws. During Iberian global colonialism in the early 1500s, the Spanish announced upon arrival to non-Christian lands that those who did not convert to Christianity and subject themselves to Spanish rule would suffer grave consequences:

But if you do not do this [(convert & submit)], and maliciously make delay in it, I certify to you that, with the help of God, we shall powerfully enter into your country, and shall make war against you in all ways and manners that we can, and shall subject you to the yoke and obedience of the Church and of their highnesses; we shall take you, and your wives, and your children, and shall make slaves of them, and as such shall sell and dispose of them as their highnesses may command; and we shall take away your goods, and shall do you all the mischief and damage that we can, as to vassals who do not obey, and refuse to receive their lord, and resist and contradict him: and we protest that the deaths and losses which shall accrue from this are your fault, and not that of their highnesses, or ours, nor of these cavaliers who come with us.
El Requerimiento

The above Spanish “El Requerimiento of 1513” was a part of the first legal code for Spanish action in the Americas, and eventually led to a caste system based on whiteness of skin color, thus paving the way for the global visible and invisible legacies of White supremacy that we

---

experience today.\textsuperscript{138} Even after conversion, Indigenous peoples like the Chamorros were still under Spanish forced labor systems.\textsuperscript{139} Forced labor systems like \textit{Encomienda}, \textit{Repartimiento}, and \textit{Forzado} allowed Conquistadors to capitalize upon the Indigenous people they colonized.\textsuperscript{140} In the Marianas, Indigenous laborers were forced to work for the profit of their Spanish overlords in a form of \textit{Forzado}, in addition to enforced religious worship.\textsuperscript{141} The Spanish ethnically cleansed the Chamorros from most islands to Guahan and burned down their fleet of ingenious \textit{Sakman} sailboats which adversely altered the interconnectedness of the Chamorro to their most critical cultural foundation of water-based lifestyles. Due to denied freedom of movement, cultural genocide, enforced labor, religious conversion, and near extinction from population collapse, the Chamorros became open-air prisoners in their own land for hundreds of years, with only minor positions of authority.

Black, Indigenous, and People of Color alliance-building between various solidarity movements is a logical pairing, as their respective plights share the same origin. The Iberian trans-Atlantic slave trade accelerated due to the declining global population of enslaved Indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{142} Global Indigenous peoples were not the only people forced to convert to Christianity; enslaved Africans were as well.\textsuperscript{143} The trans-Atlantic slave trade and forced-labor systems’ roots reside among the series of Doctrine

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{The Casta System}, COLL. WOOSTER (May 4, 2020), https://cowlatinamerica.voices.wooster.edu/2020/05/04/the-casta-system/ [https://perma.cc/A8HJ-5B9S]


\textsuperscript{141} Leon-Guerrero, \textit{supra} note 81.


of Discovery papal bulls. Horrifically, the Vatican authorized *eternal* slavery for Africans, global Indigenous peoples, and any other “non-Christian.”[^144] The Vatican-created 1455 *“Romanus Pontifex”* papal bull by Pope Nicholas V authorized the following:[^145]

> . . . invade, search out, capture, vanquish, and subdue all Saracens and pagans whatsoever, and other enemies of Christ wheresoever placed, and the kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities, dominions, possessions, and all movable and immovable goods whatsoever held and possessed by them and to reduce their persons to perpetual slavery.

Pope Alexander VI, a Spaniard previously known as Rodrigo Borja,[^146] is arguably the most singularly responsible person for European-based genocidal colonialism. The founder of modern political philosophy, Machiavelli,[^147] was a contemporary of Pope Alexander VI[^148] and penned the iconic book *“The Prince”* on the Pope’s son, Cesare Borja.[^149] “Borjá” continues to be a prominent surname of Chamorros in the Marianas post-Spanish invasion. Pope Alexander VI deemed that non-Christian lands and peoples could be invaded and occupied *forever* according to the following Discovery Doctrine papal bull called “*Inter Caetera*” the year after Columbus’ “discovery” of the “new world”:[^150]

[^144]: *Romanus Pontifex: (Granting the Portuguese a Perpetual Monopoly in Trade with Africa)* January 8, 1455, PAPAL ENCYCICALS ONLINE (2017), https://www.papalencyclicals.net/nichol05/romanus-pontifex.htm [https://perma.cc/6T3P-VZBR].


In our times especially the Catholic faith and the Christian religion be exalted and be everywhere increased and spread, that the health of souls be cared for and that barbarous nations be overthrown and brought to the faith itself . . . .[Y]ou have purposed with the favor of divine clemency to bring under your sway the said mainlands and islands with their residents and inhabitants and to bring them to the Catholic faith . . . .

. . . [B]y the authority of Almighty God conferred upon us in blessed Peter and of the vicarship of Jesus Christ, which we hold on earth, do by tenor of these presents, should any of said islands have been found by your envoys and captains, give, grant, and assign to you and your heirs and successors, kings of Castile and Leon, forever, together with all their dominions, cities, camps, places, and villages, and all rights, jurisdictions, and appurtenances, all islands and mainlands found and to be found, discovered and to be discovered. . . .

This acknowledges “divine clemency” to engage in genocidal colonialism, forced conversion, and enslavement forever in the name of God, Jesus, Saint Peter, and “discovery” – all of which created the current foundation of international law and American property rights.\(^\text{151}\) Even though Spain eventually withdrew the Spanish Requirement of 1513,\(^\text{152}\) genocidal actions continued. The Vatican eventually denounced the enslavement of Indigenous peoples\(^\text{153}\) but did not act to stop it, either. They did make time for the Inquisition and punishments for the “heresy” of

\(^{151}\) Id.


scientific luminaries such as Bruno, Copernicus, and Galileo – but not for the Spanish Habsburg family who were also responsible for one of history’s greatest global genocides. This included the genocidal Reduction against the Chamorro people for hundreds of years.

Reflauwasch peoples, suffering from natural disasters in the Spanish-occupied “Caroline Islands,” immigrated as climate refugees to the Marianas with Spanish permission. This makes the “Northern Marianas Descent” distinction unique as having two different Indigenous peoples, which is at times contentious due to the fact that Chamorros predated Refaluwasch peoples by thousands of years and had no agency to consent when Spain gave away their ancestral land.

Be that as it may, Inafa’maolek, which translates to harmonious relationships with each other and nature, reigns supreme as Chamorro-Refaluwasch relations as a combined CNMI minority are generally strong, having much more in common than what divides them. Symbolism in the CNMI flag, inter-marriage between Indigenous groups, Chamorro-Refaluwasch joint canoe-building and sailing projects, and other efforts generally enhance harmonious communal bonds.

159 Goetzfridt, supra note 80.
At the end of the Spanish-American War in 1898, Spain partitioned the Mariana Islands and Guahan was taken by the United States.\(^{162}\) The islands now known as the CNMI were sold to Germany, followed by Japanese control from 1914-1944.\(^{163}\) The Vatican’s Doctrine of Discovery and Spanish genocidal colonialism caused the Chamorro people to suffer devastating losses to their population.\(^{164}\) The survival of the Chamorro people demonstrates incredible resiliency in the face of hundreds of years of historic and intergenerational trauma.\(^{165}\) The actions by the Vatican and the Spanish consequently led to the denial of the Chamorro’s right to self-determination for about 450 out of the past 500 years.\(^{166}\)

If the Insular Cases depend upon M’Intosh, and M’Intosh depends upon the Vatican-based Doctrine of Discovery, then these laws based on a series of religious decrees are in dire need of review. These Iberian actions of land theft and slavery became international law by having Vatican approval through the Doctrine of Discovery. Strikingly, the Vatican has yet to apologize for the Doctrine of Discovery.\(^{167}\)

The power of the Pope still maintains global reach as U.S. President Biden went to the Vatican in 2021 to symbolically “kiss the ring.”\(^{168}\) The Vatican is worth unknown billions of dollars\(^ {169}\) and allegedly owns over

---


\(^{167}\) Blakemore, supra note 16.


5,000 properties worldwide; thus, they have assets to review claims of reparations stemming from their role in global genocidal colonialism and slavery. The current climate crisis is arguably a result of colonial resource extraction from Indigenous lands – a direct link to the Vatican-authorized Doctrine of Discovery, which makes reparation claims even more compelling.

The global visible and invisible Iberian legacies of the Doctrine of Discovery that are now embedded into American law through the Discovery Cases contribute to vast disparities and pain for many Indigenous peoples, including Chamorros. Particularly painful for the Chamorros is the fact that the same Doctrine of Discovery that authorized the eventual genocide, land theft, and forced labor of their ancestors has come back to systemically rule over their lands in the form of the American Discovery Cases. M’Intosh does not impact the CNMI directly with regards to land rights. However, it does impact the CNMI directly via the Insular Cases, as well as suffering the insult of inclusion in a system that relies upon the authorization of the genocide of their ancestors. Chamorro cosmological worldview has a circular concept of history called “Mo’na” – the idea that time and history do not move forward linearly but always come back to the same point – which is sadly apropos in describing the Doctrine of Discovery in the Marianas.

The foundation of America’s true “original sin” of genocidal colonialism resides in the religiously-authorized Doctrine of Discovery — which provided the religious as well as legal foundation for institutional

---


slavery. This Doctrine essentially became international property law as the foundation for the existence of not just the U.S., but also Canada, New Zealand, and Australia. Implementing Indigenous rights-based legislation is a possible solution for tearing down White supremacist ideology based on arguably unconstitutional religiously-authorized and arbitrary judicial doctrines that comprise the Discovery Cases. In 1823 Johnson v. M’Intosh was accepted unanimously and endorsed as recently as 2005 by the Supreme Court of the United States. If the U.S. is honest about addressing systemic racism, cases based on the Doctrine should not be allowed to stand today.

There would be no “United States of America” without historic land dispossession, and the Doctrine of Discovery is the keystone for M’Intosh’s existence and subsequent continental invasion. Without Precedent by Professor Joel Richard Paul discusses the link between the American Revolution and the greed for more stolen Indigenous land. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 by England’s King George III ordered no more invasion and land theft of Indigenous peoples beyond the thirteen colonies, and this was a major, yet largely undiscussed, catalyst for the American Revolutionary War. This Royal Proclamation recognized Indigenous land rights and sovereignty, which conflicted with the American colonial insurrectionists intent on getting rich from stolen land west of the Appalachian Mountains. Destroying any obstacle in their ambition for Indigenous lands by any means necessary is a major cornerstone of how the United States exists today. Thirteen years after the Royal Proclamation of 1763, the revolutionaries of the thirteen colonies issued the American

175 Doctrine of Discovery, supra note 10.
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2022] Declaration of Independence,\textsuperscript{183} which included White supremacist ideology in listing grievances against England’s King George III: “He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions.”\textsuperscript{184}

The Declaration’s primary drafter was Thomas Jefferson. By offering freedom to enslaved peoples of the revolutionaries,\textsuperscript{185} the British “excited domestic insurrections” and unleashed the fury of White slave owners, such as Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, John Marshall, and other notable figures of foundational American history.\textsuperscript{186} This provides further evidence of American systemic racism and links the plight of enslaved Africans and Indigenous peoples through the dispossession of their lands and their forced, uncompensated labor.\textsuperscript{187} The Indigenous peoples’ stolen land, acquired through invasion and conquest, was used to pay off soldiers fighting for land speculators like George Washington before he became the


\textsuperscript{184} Id.; Ostler, supra note 182. https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/02/americas-twofold-original-sin/606163/ [https://perma.cc/5SF8-NQY7].

\textsuperscript{185} Lord Dunmore’s Proclamation, 1775, GILDER LEHRMAN INST. AM. HIST., https://www.gilderlehrman.org/history-resources/spotlight-primary-source/lord-dunmores-proclamation-1775 [https://perma.cc/E5BE-7GUT] (last visited Nov. 21, 2021); Lord Dunmore proclaimed that African slaves could get their freedom by joining forces with the British against the Americans.


nation’s first president.\textsuperscript{188} Unsurprisingly, George Washington obtained his wealth through stolen land and peoples he had inherited and acquired from invasion and conquest.\textsuperscript{189}

Furthermore, the connection between Washington and Chief Justice Marshall casts doubt over the judicial fiat by Marshall since he was previously in Washington’s army at Valley Forge.\textsuperscript{190} Chief Justice Marshall’s father surveyed Indigenous land to parcel out two hundred acres to enlisted men, while officers were given even more.\textsuperscript{191} Be that as it may, conflict of interest was apparently a non-issue, as Marshall (considered by many to be the greatest U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice) did not recuse himself from America’s foundational property law case that eliminated Indigenous peoples’ land rights throughout the continent. Wealthy, White land speculators enriched themselves from waging war and subsequent land theft and made it legal to do so by judicial fiat in arguably the most significant property law case: \textit{Johnson v. M’Intosh}.\textsuperscript{192}

The Doctrine of Discovery and \textit{M’Intosh} occupy a unique space in the realm of international law; several nations use this religiously-based justification for Indigenous land theft in establishing domestic property law while simultaneously ignoring the many human rights violations those laws have created (i.e. genocide, religious persecution, and land theft).\textsuperscript{193} According to the United Nations, “conquests” – including other actions such as land appropriation and forced relocation – by Euro-American invaders would qualify as war crimes if they happened today.\textsuperscript{194} Ironically,
that was the rationale utilized by the U.S. in waging the first Gulf War against Saddam Hussein—to stop Iraq’s invasion of “conquest” in Kuwait.\(^{195}\) It is important to highlight that the M’Intosh legacy between the United States government and Indigenous land rights is not just an archaic ruling from the 1800s. Liberal icon Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg cited the Doctrine of Discovery in City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation as justification for land theft as recently as 2005.\(^{196}\) Given the relatively recent activity in the Discovery Cases world,\(^{197}\) it is not unreasonable to fear that M’Intosh and its progeny could challenge any acknowledged land rights of Indigenous peoples in U.S. territories, if they were to seek statehood without UNDRIP-based legislation already in place.

The U.S. government’s track record of dealing with Indigenous peoples warrants examination.\(^{198}\) The American footprint in Oceania has disturbing origins. Some patterns worth addressing include the kidnapping of the Indigenous Queen Lili‘uokalani and the “annexation” of Hawaii,\(^{199}\) treating Micronesians as guinea pigs during the nuclear weapons testing in the Marshall Islands,\(^{200}\) legacies of military sexual assaults in Okinawa,\(^{201}\) and
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now military destruction of sacred sites in Guahan. The CNMI should take U.S. history into account when engaging in CNMI Constitutional Conventions and any other discussions (i.e. 902 talks) between the local and federal U.S. governments. Enhanced Indigenous rights may also be of importance for any potential land dispute or case of eminent domain by the U.S. federal government against the CNMI and their limited, sacred lands.

Re-examining international law and foundational U.S. property law is essential when denouncing legal precedents based on White supremacy. Although Chief Justice Marshall was considered “sympathetic” to Native Americans and had some progressive stances for the time period, his language in M’Intosh includes the following spliced examples of colonialist ideology regarding Indigenous peoples:

...inferior race of people.... They maintain, as all others have maintained, that discovery gave an exclusive right to extinguish the Indian title of occupancy, either by purchase or by conquest... find some excuse, if not justification, in the character and habits of the people whose rights have been wrested from them... Frequent and bloody wars, in which the whites were not always the aggressors, unavoidably ensued. European policy, numbers, and skill prevailed. As the white population advanced, that of the Indians necessarily receded... However extravagant the pretension of converting the discovery of an inhabited country into conquest may appear; if the principle has been asserted in the first instance, and afterwards sustained; if a country has been acquired and held under it; if the property


205 PAUL, supra note 181.
of the great mass of the community originates in it, it becomes the law of the land, and cannot be questioned. Chief Justice Marshall, *Johnson v. M’Intosh*, 21 U.S. 543 (1823)

Further evidence of active American systemic racism built on Vatican decrees led to the terrorism of, and subsequent disparate impacts on, Indigenous peoples for centuries. Justice John Marshall, one of the most influential Supreme Court Justices, hypocritically cast Indigenous peoples as “savages” despite having spent decades upholding the Constitution, a document that was significantly based on Indigenous wisdom and governance. As Benjamin Franklin acknowledged in 1751, “It would be a very strange Thing, if six Nations of ignorant Savages [sic] should be capable of forming a Scheme for such a Union, and be able to execute it in such a Manner as that it has subsisted Ages, and appears indissoluble; and yet a like Union should be impractical for ten or a Dozen English Colonies.”

Professor Robert Williams’ book *Savage Anxieties: The Invention of Western Civilization* describes the three-thousand-year-old historical mythology based on the concept of “savagery,” and is evident in both the Declaration of Independence and *M’Intosh*’s usage of the term “savage.” Famously symbolized on the U.S. dollar bill by the bald eagle clutching thirteen arrows, federalism’s concept of sharing power and states’ rights for strength are based on the Iroquois “Great Law of Peace,” which provided the answer to the failed Articles of Confederation in which states
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were more like sovereign nations. The American “Founding Fathers” incorporated fundamental concepts such as federalism and separation of powers with checks and balances into the Constitution from the wisdom of the Iroquois Confederacy yet slandered Indigenous peoples as “savages” to justify their profiteering from invasion and land theft.

M’Intosh’s systemic racism continues to be the basis for the current law of the land, as the “Discovery Cases” paradoxically dispossessed Indigenous peoples throughout the U.S. (Guahan to Hawaii to the continent), yet provides the “unincorporated” space to protect Indigenous land rights in the CNMI via the Insular Cases. All of the above is why it is necessary to understand why and how the Insular Cases exist – in order to overrule the Discovery Cases root and stem, and replace them with Indigenous rights-based legislation as a solution to second-class citizenship.

C. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE CNMI AND THE INSULAR CASES

Land is the only significant asset of the Commonwealth people and “is the basis of family organization is the islands. It traditionally passes from generation to generation creating family identity and contributing to the economic well-being of family members . . . . And we must be mindful also that the preservation of local culture and land is more than mere desideratum — it is a solemn and binding undertaking memorialized in the Trusteeship Agreement
Circuit Judges Cecil F. Poole et al., Wabol v. Villacrusis, 908 F.2d 411, 422-433 (9th Cir. 1990).

The CNMI’s relationship with the Insular Cases is complicated. To start with, legal scholars differ on how many different cases should be classified as Insular Cases. Classification of the Insular Cases initially

214 American Indian, supra note 9.
215 AD 1513, supra note 136.
began with six cases and is now perhaps in the dozens. Furthermore, cases like *Downes v. Bidwell* discussed below provide additional examples of systemic racism. Nevertheless, the *Insular Cases* created space to protect Indigenous land rights, as mentioned above in the *Wabol v. Villacrusis* quote. Some argue that the CNMI and its Indigenous land rights could not exist without the *Insular Cases*, which requires analysis to see how they are connected to determine potential alternatives if these cases were to be struck down.

The *Insular Cases* began in the early 1900s after the Spanish-American War that resulted in Guahan, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines becoming territories under U.S. control. Although the *Insular Cases* origins were decades before the CNMI became a U.S. territory, these infamously racist series of rulings govern the political inequality between the U.S. federal government and all territories. It is no coincidence that the vast majority of peoples in U.S. territories are non-White while dealing with the harsh realities of second-class citizenship. Perhaps the most substantial evidence that the *Insular Cases* are just a subset of what we call the *Discovery Cases* resides within *Downes v. Bidwell*:

> If those possessions are inhabited by alien races, differing from us in religion, customs, laws, methods of taxation, and modes of thought, the administration of government and justice, according to Anglo-Saxon principles, may for a time be impossible . . . . Take a case of discovery. Citizens of the United States discover an unknown island, peopled with an uncivilized race, yet rich in soil, and valuable to the United States for commercial and strategic reasons. Clearly, by the law of nations, the right to strategy such
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acquisition and thus to acquire the territory would pertain to the government of the United States.

These quotes show examples in active case law of how, once again, the judicial fiat-based Discovery Cases uphold White supremacy and are embedded into American institutions. The priority requirement is addressed up front: “alien races” were not considered White. The second point – “differing from us in religion” – is perplexing for an educated SCOTUS bench since religion should not have anything to do with governance. Additionally, the vast majority of territories seized after the Spanish-American War from the Caribbean to the Pacific were reduced into varying degrees of forced labor, even after conversion into Catholicism for hundreds of years. As stated previously, Downes not only cites M‘Intosh, but references Discovery nine times throughout the ruling. The Discovery Cases are intimately connected.

These shameful rulings that reduce territories to “alien races” are not only current legal authority; they continue to be citations argued at the U.S. Supreme Court by both of the recent Obama and Trump presidential administrations. However, recent advancements such as the 2020 Democratic National Committee advocate for progressive voting reform with the territories. President Biden speaks for legislative solutions and an end to second-class citizenship in the U.S., yet his Department of Justice argues in court to maintain the Insular Cases. Even if budget talks might include permanent solutions to federal funding programs which would dramatically address funding disparities in U.S. territories, those
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solutions will not end second-class citizenship without addressing disenfranchisement. Only statehood can deliver full voting rights.\textsuperscript{228} It is preposterous to continue treating Americans living in U.S. territories as second-class citizens. Territorial residents have among the highest enlistment rates in the entire country.\textsuperscript{229} Unfortunately, those disproportionately high rates of enlistment most likely reflect the exploitation of violent poverty\textsuperscript{230} in the territories.\textsuperscript{231} Further compounding this tragedy, absent the additional “health care brinkmanship” lobbying by non-voting territorial delegates to D.C., is that these U.S. veterans do not get the proper health care they deserve for conditions like PTSD and depression.\textsuperscript{232}

The \textit{Insular Cases} created, by judicial fiat, a new territorial status alongside “incorporated”: an “unincorporated” status for second-class citizenship to continue in potential perpetuity, whereas “incorporated” territories have pathways to statehood and voting rights.\textsuperscript{233} The sole “incorporated” territory of the U.S., Palmyra Atoll, has no permanent residents.\textsuperscript{234} Ironically, it is this “unincorporated” status for the CNMI that allows for Indigenous land rights.\textsuperscript{235} Until legislative reform becomes reality, the \textit{Insular Cases} concretize second-class citizenship status for


\textsuperscript{229} U.S. Citizens Defend Democracy, Can't Vote for President, supra note 51; \textit{Insular Areas}, NAT. RES. COMM. (Feb. 2020), https://naturalresources.house.gov/imo/media/doc/Insular%20Fact%20Sheet%202020FINAL.pdf [https://perma.cc/KEH3-4XHA].
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American citizens and nationals (i.e., people living in American Samoa)\(^{236}\) to varying degrees among the territories.\(^{237}\)

Even if the CNMI Covenant with the U.S. is deemed as dependent upon the Insular Cases\(^{238}\) or that the Insular Cases protects Indigenous culture,\(^{239}\) that does not mean that the Covenant or Article 12 in the CNMI could not exist without the Insular Cases. U.S. plenary powers are such that Congress can legislate new laws to govern the territories in a more equitable manner. The CNMI could continue the Covenant with the U.S. under new legislation from U.S. Congressional plenary powers or mutually agreed upon amendments to the Covenant via 902 Consultations.\(^{240}\)

Other arguments discuss that statehood may have to include categorizing the CNMI’s Indigenous peoples as having “Native American/Tribal Nations Status” in order to create “reservations”\(^{241}\) that protect their land. Indigenous peoples of the CNMI and other U.S. territories have good reason to avoid the “Tribal” status with “reservations” to protect Indigenous lands; they would become subjected to the violent history of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). The BIA supported “Kill the Indian, Save the Man” boarding schools\(^{242}\) which essentially kidnapped Indigenous children and sent them to forced labor acculturation death camps. These “schools” promoted the “twin goals of cultural assimilation and territorial dispossession of Indigenous peoples through the forced removal and


\(^{238}\) Horey, supra note 105.


\(^{240}\) Anita Hofschneider, More Political Power for the Marianas?, HONOLULU CIV. BEAT (Dec. 15, 2016), https://www.civilbeat.org/2016/12/more-political-power-for-the-marianas/ [https://perma.cc/Y3F2-7JQR].


relocation of their children.”

To avoid having to go through the “Tribal” process, which could be worse than the CNMI laws currently in place, UNDRIP-based legislation at the federal level would create protections for Indigenous peoples—a broader and more encompassing system than just “Tribal.”

Guahan currently allows for private property purchase for non-Indigenous populations, so if the CNMI and Guahan reunited into statehood, there could be Indigenous and non-Indigenous land ownership within a new state of the Union. Chamorro self-determination efforts in the Marianas could continue together into statehood, as decolonization and self-determination do not only mean independence or free association. There is a symbiotic relationship between the Marianas and the U.S.; however, statehood would be required for the Marianas to continue this relationship if the CNMI also wants to eliminate second-class citizenship. An argument could be made that Article 12 of the CNMI Constitution, which protects Indigenous land rights, would violate the Equal Protections Clause or other federal protections for property rights, if the CNMI were to become a U.S. state. Equal Protection-related arguments against the constitutionality of Article 12 say that it is a “race-based” law. Critical analysis regarding what defines an “Indigenous” person has more so to do with one’s “relationship to land,” which can be interpreted as a political designation, and not necessarily race.

For example, the CNMI has two Northern Marianas Descent (NMD) peoples: Chamorro and “Carolinian” (Refaluwasch). Although both
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248 N. Mar. I. Const. art. XII, § 4. “Carolinian” is a colonial term for the Indigenous Refaluwasch people. The CNMI Constitution uses the term Carolinian, although native speakers refer to themselves as Refaluwasch. Since this sentence references the CNMI Constitution, “Carolinian” is used here. Id.
groups have “Indigenous land rights” via Article 12 as NMDs, not all “Carolinians” in the world have land rights to the CNMI. Their relationship to the land is the determinative factor – not their race. Race is a factor, but not the definitive element. Section 4 of Article 12 states that those who qualify as a person of “Northern Marianas Descent” require “at least some” Indigenous ancestry, but the critical requirement is residency prior to 1950.249 Not all Carolinians in the world have Indigenous land rights in the CNMI unless they have ancestry in the CNMI prior to 1950,250 which makes the determinative factor a political decision, not race-based. Hypothetically, this would mean that someone that is ninety-nine percent non-NMD, but also has at least one percent NMD ancestry, would be eligible to purchase land in the CNMI, which is hardly discriminatory to other Americans. Therefore, it could be argued that Indigenous land rights are fundamental rights and should be safeguarded akin to “protected classes,”251 not subjected to race-based legal analysis as it is not inherently racial discrimination, as discussed by Professor Rose Villazor in *Davis v. Guam* and in her testimony before the Full Committee Hearing on the *Insular Cases Resolution*.252

If Indigeneity is a protected class with fundamental land rights and not predominantly race-based in order to survive strict scrutiny, the *Rice* and *Davis* standards regarding voting rights and race-based analysis would not apply and could co-exist with Indigenous land rights.253 Had *Rice* and *Davis* ruled otherwise, Americans would be disenfranchised, which is inherently unconstitutional. Voting rights and Indigenous land rights are both fundamental rights. Protecting politically-based and fundamental Indigenous land rights would not take away any American’s right to buy and sell property; Americans could still buy and sell real estate, except for where they already cannot, such as public lands and Native American reservations. Even if such a practice was considered racially discriminatory, restorative justice and maintaining agreements involving Indigenous land rights such as Article 12, could also equally merit necessary exemptions
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253 *Rice v. Cayetano*, 528 U.S. 495, 520 (2000); *Davis v. Guam*, 932 F.3d 822, 832 (9th Cir. 2019).
given the CNMI’s experience with the historic crime of genocidal colonialism.\textsuperscript{254}

To survive the Equal Protection clause’s strict scrutiny,\textsuperscript{255} three questions need to be addressed: is the law narrowly tailored, is it necessary, and is it of compelling state interest?\textsuperscript{256} The implementation of local and federal UNDRIP-based legislation could be narrowly tailored to honor existing Indigenous fundamental land rights agreements, laws, or treaties in U.S. states, territories, and reservations. The legislation is necessary to continue existing legal agreements (“Treaties . . . shall be the supreme law of the land”\textsuperscript{257}) in a post-Discovery Cases world, where Indigenous fundamental rights (or the lack thereof) are not reliant upon racist case law. Finally, national security and economic concerns are a compelling state interest to maintain U.S. jurisdiction over the military’s Marianas-based “tip of the spear” during its larger “pivot to Asia.”\textsuperscript{258}

Arguments have also been made in the CNMI that lowering blood quantum requirements have called into question “connections to the land” and “direct/long-term benefits.”\textsuperscript{259} It is misguided for anyone to argue that having a high “blood quantum” requirement increases Indigenous peoples’ rights to their lands. Blood quantum has a horrible history for Indigenous people that is still alive and well today. It is a requirement not currently burdened upon any other race. Blood quantum requirements go hand in hand with the racist “one-drop rule” demanding that if an American had “at least some” Black blood, even though they looked White, they were still considered Black.\textsuperscript{260} It is no coincidence that both blood quantum\textsuperscript{261} and
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one-drop requirements are products of White supremacy embedded into America’s institutions. It is a credit to the CNMI for amending Article 12 to lower this blood quantum requirement to “at least some” NMD ancestry, which inherently de-emphasizes the role of race with the focus squarely on the political relationship to the land. Now, Indigenous peoples have greater freedom to choose who they marry.

Maintaining a twenty-five percent blood quantum threshold arguably threatened long-term Northern Marianas Descent ownership, and perhaps extinction. People needing to meet a certain “blood quantum requirement” on a construct like “race” is grossly unscientific and ethically wrong. This highlights the political and non-racial elements of defining “Indigenous” as primarily a relationship to land and not a “racial” threat to constitutional equal protection. Blood quantum requirements in U.S. history are rooted in systemically racist land dispossession policies against Indigenous peoples and ultimately for the profit of mostly “White supremacist genocidal land thieves.” The concept of blood quantum levels originated in the 1700s by White settlers “as a way of limiting the rights of Native people.” Dehumanizing blood quantum requirements essentially demand a limited gene pool reproduction that could actually result in drastic drops in Indigenous populations. “At least some” ancestry is relatively easy to chronicle and maintain and allows cultural fluidity while preserving documented connections to Indigenous identity through lands and people in the CNMI.

263 N. Mar. I. Const. art. XII, § 4.
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268 Harmon, supra note 261.
In her testimony, Professor Villazor stated that extending long-term leases “might” lessen the importance of land to CNMI’s Indigenous peoples. Counter arguments can be made that extending long-term leases for Northern Marianas Descent land ownership actually strengthens connections to the land and provides short and long-term benefits. Extending a long-term lease by any number of years is just an arbitrary number; it does not change the ultimate element of “ownership.” Whether a long-term lease is one, ten, or a hundred years, owners still receive “direct-benefit” through rental income to build capital and capacity into prosperity while maintaining land ownership and cultural survival. From an ownership and cultural perspective, this would not “loosen the fit,” nor would it weaken the compelling government interest and strict scrutiny of Equal Protection law.

The CNMI currently depends upon the Insular Cases to exist as an “unincorporated” territory of the U.S., along with the space to have legislative and judicial support for CNMI Constitution Article 12. American Samoan arguments to uphold the racist Insular Cases exist mainly because some believe closer constitutional equal protection scrutiny might challenge culture and land rights. Congress has the power to implement Indigenous rights legislation as a political solution to override race-based equal protection concerns, and allow for territories to escape second-class citizenship with voting rights. During his line of questioning at a congressional hearing in March 2021, Delegate Kilili called for the need to explore “alternative legal theories or even new law . . . to protect culture and tradition.” Recommendations for legislating Indigenous rights to address the above issues are discussed below.

III. APPLICATION OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS

A. LEGISLATED INDIGENOUS RIGHTS

It is one of the happy incidents of the federal system that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as
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a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country. Justice Brandeis, *New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann*, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932).

Although claims of systemic racism create heated debates regarding the ability to change the system from within, addressing issues through the legal system has appeal given that the U.S. Constitution is rooted in Indigenous wisdom and traditions that are nearly a thousand years old. Another Indigenous-based legal instrument, UNDRIP, has the potential to be used as a vehicle to systematically address past atrocities and current disparities. Implementing UNDRIP-based legislation through U.S. Constitutional-based legal means could synthesize these two Indigenous-inspired legal instruments for an Indigenous Renaissance. Canada and New Zealand have gone beyond minimal signatory status and legislated bold Indigenous rights laws with the global principles of UNDRIP. The time is ripe for America to join the global movement.
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Indigenous rights are international human rights, and UNDRIP has been implemented in various ways throughout the world in more than a decade of existence. Recognizing the importance of reconciliation and advancing relationships with Indigenous peoples led Canada’s government to recently enact UNDRIP-based legislation at the federal level. British Columbia in Canada legislated UNDRIP at the local level first, which provides the best example that is most comparable with the current U.S.-CNMI relationship since British Columbia is a province of Canada – Canada’s version of a U.S. state. The next section discusses how Canada achieved this goal at local and federal levels to inculcate the point that legislating Indigenous rights in American society is more than reverie. Utilizing a universally recognized UN Declaration to create Indigenous-based legislation provides a potential vehicle for reimagining a diverse society.

B. UNDRIP IMPLEMENTATION IN CANADA

Although U.S. and Canadian laws have their differences, both are Western Democracies with similar origin stories comprising varying degrees of genocidal colonialism. Both have Doctrine of Discovery
justifications embedded into current law.\textsuperscript{284} Both Canada and the U.S. are former British colonies themselves, and both have horrific histories with their Indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{285} Becoming signatories to UNDRIP was a major step forward for both countries attempting to reconcile their relationships with Indigenous peoples. Canada has implemented UNDRIP-based legislation at the local and federal levels, while the U.S. has yet to do so at either level.

Although Indigenous peoples in Canada have suffered from colonial abuses\textsuperscript{286} and varying degrees of forced assimilation,\textsuperscript{287} British Columbia’s UNDRIP-inspired legislation (Bill 41) has not only provided a space for healing intergenerational trauma, but also for cultural identity building with a government action plan.\textsuperscript{288} Bill 41 includes the entire 46 articles of UNDRIP and additionally creates a government action plan that provides guidance on the best path to implement UNDRIP standards throughout the British Columbia government. Unsurprisingly, the local and federal bills are not without controversy; First Nations sovereignty groups have justifiably argued that the accepting both the provincial and federal bills is accepting


subordination to Canadian law and genocidal Doctrine of Discovery legal justifications.  

British Columbia’s blueprint, imperfect as it may be, adds to the growing international precedent for attempting to address legacies of colonial legal architecture. Canada, like the U.S., is the modern-day inheritor of genocidal colonialism and land theft of Indigenous peoples — even Adolph Hitler modeled his genocidal plans for Eurasia on North America’s treatment of Indigenous peoples. Truth and reconciliation in Canada facilitated the legal space to implement UNDRIP-based legislation to remedy the harms of genocidal colonialism. Bill 41 attempts to harmonize diverse cultures while advancing Indigenous rights, recognizing that strengthening international human rights law is good for everyone, not just for Indigenous peoples. As a minority group of voters in Canada, Indigenous peoples successfully influenced White legislative majorities to implement Indigenous rights at the local and federal levels. The genuine catharsis was evident in news reports during the legislative process; several people present of all races were visibly moved with tears of joy and disbelief. These types of “truth and reconciliation” actions have a relatively successful global track record. South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation experience after the apartheid era led by Nelson Mandela and Bishop Desmond Tutu helped foster recognition of historic and current
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hardships between all of the parties. Similarly, the Pope recently apologized for Vatican atrocities to Indigenous peoples in Canada. Perhaps a similar “truth and reconciliation” effort is also needed in the Marianas and the U.S.

This type of local and federal legislation in Canada could be possible for the CNMI and the U.S. or any other jurisdiction that desires advancements to harmonize diverse cultures into a healthy community. A similar bill in the CNMI could strengthen existing minority Indigenous culture at the local level and could provide a more balanced legal ground to settle any potential future disputes at the local or federal level. The support of UNDRIP by the U.S. government essentially makes it U.S. foreign and domestic policy (with the usual exceptions that strive to maintain federal hierarchical superiority). Legislating an international human rights instrument at local and federal levels would give the CNMI and the U.S. common ground in terms of recognizing Indigenous rights.

C. IMPLICATIONS OF INDIGENOUS RIGHTS LEGISLATION IN THE CNMI

. . . [T]he incorporation of international law into U.S. jurisprudence is the most promising way to ensure the end
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of genocidal and ecocidal policies and practices, the adherence to existing treaties, the return of unceded land, and the implementation of political self-determination.

Professor Natsu Taylor Saito

Predicting what statehood or reunification would look like in the Marianas goes beyond individual and collective voting rights, equity and equality in health care, and additional federal funding. Local CNMI Indigenous visionaries are the ones who will creatively develop what future looks best for themselves. If statehood is the only path available for voting rights, then that is the only currently available road to end second-class citizenship in the U.S., barring a constitutional amendment to allow territories the right to vote. This article explores the first step on this pathway to statehood by providing hypothetical ideas for implementing the CNMI’s version of UNDRIP-based legislation (“CNMI-DRIP”).

Political equality, cultural survival, and reunification are not the only possible implications of Indigenous rights implementation. Impacts of CNMI-DRIP legislation in the CNMI and the U.S. could be tremendous, depending upon what a government action plan would look like. The CNMI could also implement UNDRIP-based legislation without an action plan or reflect any points related to reunification, statehood, or denouncement of the “Discovery Cases,” and it would still be an incredible advancement for Indigenous rights. However, this article explores possibilities that come with a government action plan, reunification, and statehood. Improved health and academic outcomes and decreased disparities in the CNMI are also potential results of emphasizing an “Inafa’maolek” action plan.300 There are infinite ways to imagine how the CNMI could locally apply their own government action plan that respects and celebrates local Indigenous culture.301 For example, in the CNMI, several areas of desperate need include: energy independence, health disparities, and cultural survival. These examples are not exhaustive of all the issues but highlight how Indigenous-based legislation could address some of these key areas of grave concern.

301 UHM ICAP, Miliani Trask, YouTube (June 29, 2012), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDXJT-cHEAs [https://perma.cc/T8CY-UDP].
1. Addressing Energy Independence

Directives at the CNMI hospital arising from fossil-fuels dependence and “life or death” decision-making due to utility debt have not only come about as a result of systematic disparities in health care funding for U.S. territories but also due to the failure to harness renewable energy. Indigenous cultures have been stewards of nature for millennia, and environmentalism is core to Indigenous cultures everywhere. Renewable energy continues the Inafa’maolek tradition of eco-friendly approaches to society. Environmentalism in the modern era requires green energy. The fossil fuel era has been unkind to healthcare in the CNMI. The CNMI hospital (CHCC) and the local utilities company (CUC) made recent headlines over the issue of tens of millions of dollars of debt from utility bills. The monopolistic “non-profit” CNMI utility company threatened the only hospital with shutting off their power if the hospital did not pay their power bills. It is incredibly discouraging to think that in the richest country in the world, the only hospital serving a local population would be threatened with power outages by a utility company for outstanding debt.

The combined CNMI government, CHCC, and Public School System utility bill debt to CUC is nearly $50 million dollars. That is relatively

significant, considering the 2022 CNMI government budget was only $103 million (not including federal COVID-19 ARPA relief funds). The fossil fuel-related debt in combination with systemic disparities in federal health care funding are the roots of real-time pain for local Indigenous peoples in the CNMI, and likely require legislative solutions. The hospital recently made ground on renewable energy, and will likely reap said benefits, but without a system-wide divorce from fossil fuels as a source of energy, the people of the CNMI will continue to suffer the consequences. Relieving debt and freeing up future resources by immediately investing in renewable energy could provide tens of millions of dollars in savings for the CNMI over the next ten years, especially considering that CNMI is a tropical island with an abundance of sunshine and wind.

An Inafa’maolek action plan could direct all public or private organizations requesting money from the CNMI government to show how they are maximizing space or available concrete roofing to transition to energy independence in order to continue receiving funding. Since the CNMI is included in an archipelago of Micronesia in the Pacific Ocean that has tropical weather and sunshine, investing in solar panels and storage batteries for all government buildings with concrete rooftops would reduce the government’s monthly power bills, help pay down their debts, and reallocate previously budgeted resources that would normally go towards


utilities payments. These savings would be equivalent to a new revenue source and help an economy that is overly reliant upon tourism and federal funding.\(^{311}\)

Tesla’s Solar City recently revolutionized fellow U.S. territory American Samoa with solar power and battery storage, and the CNMI could develop similar public-private partnerships to gain energy independence to free up millions of dollars per year in utility liabilities.\(^{312}\) This emphasis on green energy aligns with Indigenous environmental values and could provide a potential example of government action plan priorities. Decolonization can take infinite forms, and it does not mean that Indigenous peoples have to revert to pre-colonial infrastructure, especially when those frameworks are eco-friendly. As the first Indigenous peoples of the Remote Pacific, Ancient Chamorros mastered green transportation and the energy of wind power with their asymmetrical flying proas. *Inafa’maolek* action plans that focus on green energy combine the best of all worlds.

2. Addressing Health Disparities

Nearly eighty percent of all CNMI suicides from 2014-2019 were from Indigenous populations.\(^{313}\) It is important to emphasize again that the combined Indigenous peoples only amount to about twenty nine percent of the entire CNMI population.\(^{314}\) In fact, Pacific Islanders as a whole have the


highest rates of suicides in the world. This highlights just one of the many health care disparities in the CNMI, especially for Indigenous populations, and most specifically the Chamorro people. Historic and intergenerational trauma from genocidal colonialism around the world show this disparity is not limited to the CNMI and is common in Indigenous societies that experienced cultural genocide and forced assimilation.

Furthermore, non-communicable diseases (NCDs) such as heart disease, stroke, and diabetes are the leading cause of death in the CNMI. A 2019 report from the primary provider of healthcare services reported that eighty-three percent of CNMI Indigenous residents are overweight or obese, with twenty-five percent of Chamorro adults and twenty-one percent of Rafa adults having diabetes. This data should be considered in the context that NCDs were practically non-existent in pre-contact pescatarian Indigenous communities in the CNMI. A dramatic and forced
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shift in lifestyle over the centuries has resulted in negative health outcomes that can no longer be ignored.

During the Spanish occupation, the Spanish burned down nearly all of the Chamorro Sakman sailboats, an action akin to the genocide of the buffalo during Manifest Destiny and the invasion of the American West,\textsuperscript{321} as both the Sakman and buffalo were central to Indigenous peoples’ ways of life.\textsuperscript{322} These horrific actions by the Spanish also include the Chamorro version of the “Trail of Tears” when most Chamorros from what is now the CNMI were ethnically cleansed and forced to relocate to Guahan. Ethnic cleansing\textsuperscript{323} took star-based navigators of the vast Pacific Ocean, and essentially land-locked them away to centuries of “open-air imprisonment,” religious enslavement, and forced labor.\textsuperscript{324} Genocidal colonialism drove Chamorros away from their traditional water-based lifestyles and pescatarian diets,\textsuperscript{325} to now include meat-based diets and Western processed foods that resulted in the adverse health outcomes we see today. Further research is also required to understand possible epigenetic impacts (i.e. how a person’s environment and behaviors affect gene expression) that historical trauma over hundreds of years has had on the Indigenous peoples of the CNMI. Did the horrific violence and abuse the Chamorros survived carry on to future generations through behavioral and genetic influences (i.e. “intergenerational trauma”)?\textsuperscript{326} Epigenetic impact or not, the good news is that the answer to solving intergenerational trauma is the same as the root cause: environmental or external change,\textsuperscript{327} which for Indigenous peoples
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could mean continuing *decolonization*. This could be achieved even through deeper integration with American UNDRIP-based legislation.

3. Addressing Cultural Survival

For thousands of years, independent Indigenous peoples thrived with impressive STEM-based accomplishments, only to be stripped of their personal identities and involuntarily given foreign names, their cultural identities reformed over hundreds of years through forced acculturation. Respecting the growing scientific literature on the importance of cultural identity and language, the need to decolonize names and places should be seriously considered by the CNMI in an Inafa’maolek government action plan. It has been argued that language is the greatest human innovation as well as a critical component of what defines a culture. To decolonize from a 500-year history that includes linguistic imposition and acculturation from multiple invaders, dramatic efforts need to be made to save the endangered Chamorro language. As Ngugi wa Thiong’o discussed, Indigenous languages are absolutely essential to culture and communication and are thus a critical component in the decolonization process.

Indigenous peoples and their languages are repositories of ancient wisdom that are increasingly relevant in the realm of resource management. To quote the late Dr. Haunani-Kay Trask, “Human diversity ensures biodiversity,” and humanity needs Indigenous
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environmental wisdom now more than ever. Since language and culture are inherently intertwined, without knowledge of language, it is impossible to fully understand a culture. To address these issues, Inafa’maolek government action plans could require all schools that receive government funding offer Indigenous-based curriculum, as well as require Indigenous languages displayed on all public signage along with English, as it supports cultural identity building for the entire community.

Everyone can benefit from multilingual development and seeing local Indigenous languages on all government signage could enhance all CNMI residents in learning additional languages. Furthermore, all public schools offering Indigenous-based curriculum with local languages in addition to English would ensure that all students were learning these skills for enrichment. To further strengthen commitment to this course of action of enhanced language learning, the Indigenous peoples of the CNMI could also add to it by recognizing the probable roots of Chamorro civilization – from what is now called the Philippines, and include the predominant Filipino language (Tagalog) in aspects within an Inafa’maolek government action plan, whether offered as a language in schools, public signage, etc. This would not just be a symbolic nod to likely Chamorro origins but would also recognize the largest ethnic demographic in the CNMI – Filipinos.

This has the potential of being a unifying act of solidarity bridging potentially five thousand years or more of history and current realities among Indigenous Chamorros and Filipinos through the vehicle of Indigenous rights and Inafa’maolek principles of harmonious relationships.
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Decolonizing names and places have many examples to choose from; the name of the islands of Luta in the CNMI has been mangled into “Rota,” and the island of Guahan is now known as “Guam.” Guahan has begun the process of changing village names to their Indigenous language. Perhaps one of the most striking examples of the bastardization of the Chamorro language comes in the form of the word “matapang.” Most people in the Marianas use “matapang” as a derogatory adjective to describe someone’s looks or actions, as if they are mad or nasty. The true history is that “matapang” was actually a person—a Chamorro Maga’lahi Chief who fought to resist Spanish domination of what later came to be known as the Marianas. Maga’lahi Matapang, along with another chief, Maga’lahi Hurao, killed the man remembered for bringing Christianity to the Marianas: Father Diego Luis de San Vitores. San Vitores allegedly baptized Matapang’s daughter without his consent, which enraged Matapang as disease from the Spanish was already impacting the Indigenous Chamorro and he did not want his children exposed. The Vatican would beatify Vitores, a so-called “martyr,” into sainthood in 1985, while Matapang devolved from “Resistance Leader” to a derogatory adjective. Interestingly in Tagalog, the main language of the Philippines and where the ancient Chamorros likely migrated from to the Marianas, matapang can mean “courageous, powerful, or bold.”

The emerging scientific area of historical and intergenerational trauma is most closely linked to the longstanding effects of genocidal colonialism

and Indigenous disparities seen today.\textsuperscript{348} Genocide, land theft, forced labor, forced relocation, forced religious conversion, partitioning the islands and peoples are not the only historical traumas. The environmental insults for Indigenous peoples come in many lasting forms: the terms “Mariana,” “Carolinian,” and “Filipino” are rooted in the identities of their Spanish colonial masters. These names are everywhere, yet “invisible.”\textsuperscript{349} Queen Mariana was one of the main powers of Spain during most of the 30-year war of Chamorro resistance, while the Carolinian islands are named for King Charles/Carlos II (also known as “The Bewitched”).\textsuperscript{350}

King Charles II was Queen Mariana’s son. Both were descendants of King Philip II, the Spanish king who engaged in encomienda-based colonialism of Indigenous peoples in the islands now named after him: “the Philippines.” King Philip II, Queen Mariana, and Charles II are just three of the notorious Spanish Habsburg family that were responsible for one of the greatest genocides in human history during the “Age of Discovery.” Chamorros, Refaluwasch, and Filipinos – a combined majority of the CNMI population – identify themselves through a single family that is responsible for the genocidal colonialism of their own ancestors. Knowing one’s cultural history is critical towards having a strong cultural identity. Thus identifying oneself or islands after the individuals who colonized one’s ancestors and who represent such a violent and painful history is worth reconsidering.

Cultural identity can further be enhanced by institutionalizing Chamorro and Refaluwasch traditional STEM-based practices such as sailing and canoe building,\textsuperscript{351} astronomy,\textsuperscript{352} megalithic stone quarrying and engineering into local public school curricula through project-based learning.\textsuperscript{353} Local non-governmental organizations, such as 500 Sails, promote and teach swimming, fishing, and sailing with Indigenous
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Chamorro “Sakman” sailboats, and are now expanding their fleet to also include Refaluwasch-designed sailboats for relationship building between diverse Indigenous cultures. Yet sadly these Indigenous practices are continuously threatened by the pollution-fueled climate crisis which endangers Indigenous people’s way of life disproportionately in devastating ways. Light pollution also threatens their star-based navigation and astronomical knowledge. The Spanish themselves documented that the Sakman sailboats were among the fastest in the world and also remarked on the impressive swimming skills of Chamorros. One of Magellan’s crew noted of the Chamorro Sakman speed that “…many small sails approached the ship sailing so swiftly they appeared to be flying.”

The STEM-based achievements of geometric megalithic latte stones and the asymmetrical “flying proa” Sakman sailboats still mystify historians and scientists as to how these were accomplished hundreds if not thousands of years before power tools. An Indigenous cultural renaissance re-connecting Chamorros and Refaluwasch peoples with sailing and swimming lifestyles provides the potential for strengthening cultural identity with the added bonus of improving positive health outcomes, such as diabetes and obesity. It was recently announced that a collaboration of various stakeholders will establish a Cultural Maritime Training Center with the purpose of providing training on traditional sailing, canoe...

construction, and navigation skills, which is tremendous news for integrating traditional technology with modern careers.\textsuperscript{360}

Continued institutionalization in the K-12 public school system with Indigenous-based curriculum and community stakeholder collaborations could prove to be pivotal. Indigenous peoples returning to water-based lifestyles of swimming, fishing, and sailing could help alleviate devastating non-communicable disease disparities, in a culturally relevant way that also enhances cultural identity. There would be no Chamorro or indeed any Pacific-based cultures sans sailing, which makes it a keystone feature to all Indigenous peoples of Oceania. Indigenous-based curriculum decolonizes the mind, and these approaches could turn the tide of suicide disparities as well as enhance academic performance.\textsuperscript{361} Some public school system Cooperative Education program students\textsuperscript{362} are reaping the benefits from this type of curriculum. Project-based learning is essentially Indigenous-based education: hands-on, rigorous, and relevant. All learners can benefit from Indigenous-based curriculum, in addition to learning about local history and languages even if one is non-native in the public school system. Embracing a community-wide cultural education campaign would likely improve economic activity, as tourists like to experience cultural authenticity, which would assist in greater global understanding of Chamorro-Refaluwasch cultural identity and history.

Increased and insensitive militarization also threatens cultural survival in the Marianas. As stated earlier, the geopolitical value of having the CNMI and Guahan creating the “Tip of the Spear” in the American military’s Pivot to Asia strategy is enormous. In the 1945 words of Vice Admiral George D. Murray, Commander of the Naval Air Forces of the Mariana Islands: “Military control of these islands is essential...The economic development and administration of relatively few native inhabitants should be subordinate to the real purpose for which these islands are held.”\textsuperscript{363}
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The U.S. military’s Pivot to Asia makes the CNMI and Guahan prime geopolitical territory\textsuperscript{364} and thus invaluable to U.S. national security interests.\textsuperscript{365} Furthermore, the CNMI faces several challenges that make it dependent on U.S. support (i.e., history of genocidal occupation, World War II devastation, numerous catastrophic super-typhoons, and COVID-19). It could prove costly for the U.S. if a pathway to statehood is denied to the people of the Marianas and perpetual second-class citizenship is imposed. The U.S. would likely go to great lengths to prevent breaking off the “tip of the spear” and having the CNMI enter into the Chinese orbit.

The thought of a Chinese air force base on the island of Tinian in the CNMI, just miles away from the increasing military footprint on Guahan, would be of monumental concern to the Pentagon. This possibility could spark another Cuban Missile Crisis-type nightmare. As China-Taiwan tensions rise along with potential U.S. involvement, the geo-strategic position of the Marianas are as important as ever.\textsuperscript{366} A figurative “double-edged sword” instead of a “tip of the spear,” the Marianas are in the “second island chain,”\textsuperscript{367} which makes them potential shark bait as the military version of a “sacrifice zone,”\textsuperscript{368} not unlike the then-U.S. territory of the Philippines and Guahan during the attack on Hawaii’s Pearl Harbor during World War II.\textsuperscript{369} Neither party wants to end the relationship, but the unequal dynamics leave the CNMI at a disadvantage. That vulnerability manifests
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itself in ways that hamstring the CNMI’s ability to advocate for their rights and issues, as a politically powerless territory.

In order to prevent the CNMI from entering into an adversarial orbit with China — currently a huge source of income for the CNMI’s tourism industry — the chances are strong that the U.S. would agree to individual and collective voting rights and the preservation of Article 12 for Americans in the CNMI in a potential statehood campaign. America risks further loss of Pacific allies if perceived acts of disrespect continue, as shown during recent Compact negotiations with freely associated states. If Native American reservations can exist with protected land rights in America, and their Indigenous peoples can vote, the same can be true of all peoples in U.S. Territories. People of color in the CNMI, Puerto Rico, and all territories deserve laws that are not systemically racist, and Indigenous peoples deserve land rights that are not dependent upon White supremacy, as provided by the Insular Cases under the larger Discovery Cases umbrella.

All these examples of current issues in the CNMI could be addressed through legislation that includes a “Renewability & Wellness” government action plan based on Indigenous “Inafa’maolek” values that focus on utilizing renewable energy (environmentalism) and traditional Indigenous culture (water-based lifestyles). UNDRIP-inspired legislation could have a ripple effect throughout the Indigenous society by embracing native languages, practices, and spaces for creative cultural identity building. The legal beauty of this theoretical framework is its compatibility with all existing major legal frameworks between the U.S. and the CNMI — the U.S. Constitution, the U.S.-CNMI Covenant, and the CNMI Constitution — thus minimizing any legal conflict or opposition. Local legislation could
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build upon existing local Indigenous rights laws such as Article 12 of the CNMI Constitution and ensure cultural survival. This would provide the crucial first step towards federal legislation, just as British Columbia led before the rest of Canada followed.

Implementation of legislation that shares similar language as British Columbia’s Bill 41 in the CNMI would not just build international legal precedent with almost 400 million global Indigenous peoples, but also provide the freedom to create their own government action plans in accordance with their own respective issues/solutions, capacities, and resources. The British Columbia bill’s flexible language creates space for a CNMI adoption that would not require the same Canadian standards to apply to the CNMI. This action would also continue growing global solidarity and recognition of Indigenous rights law as international human rights law. Although cultures evolve over time, laws should be flexible to not only allow for change, but also protect Indigenous practices that may be declining or have changed altogether. Many of these cultural changes were *forced* upon Indigenous peoples over the course of hundreds of years, including religious practices and languages. Space must be protected for decolonization and cultural revitalization in areas that may be unpopular now but could be saved for future generations that desire a return to their ancestral roots.375

This space should also include protecting cultural survival based on the relationship with ancestral lands over supposed American private land ownership rights that were founded on the genocide and dispossession of Indigenous peoples’ land. Recent proposed local legislation to amend Article 12 and allow land ownership by foreigners alarmed the Indigenous peoples of the CNMI.376 They demanded that the proposed amendment to Article 12 be removed and their efforts proved victorious, as the legislation is no longer active.377 This does not mean future efforts by Indigenous,
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Asian, or other ethnicities might have different outcomes due to the radically changing population demographics. The largest population center of the CNMI islands is Saipan, which is only less than 15 miles long and has just under 50,000 people. It would not take long for wealthy foreigners to swoop into the CNMI and gentrify the island by exploiting that legal loophole if Article 12 is removed. How can a culture survive without its language and land?

The possibilities are endless on how UNDRIP-based legislation could be utilized to address the injustices brought about by the historical and ongoing legacies of the Doctrine of Discovery. Implementation could inspire other types of bold actions rooted in genocidal colonialism like pursuing reparation claims against Spanish royal or government interests, government, or even the Vatican. The Spanish sold the CNMI along with other lands for nearly $4.5 million in 1899, which would be about $141.21 million adjusted for current inflation. In 2021, the Spanish Royal Navy had the financial wealth and audacity to sail a classic warship into Guahan on the recent 500-year anniversary of Magellan’s bloody first stop in the Pacific. Actual receipts could be a starting place to work from in making reparation claims. For a people ironically referred to as “Ladrones” (“Thieves”) by the Spanish who stole the Marianas islands for themselves, reparations could be a financial remedy and reconciliation effort for the survivors of colonial genocide, and critically, to discourage future atrocities.

---


IV. CONCLUSION

UNDRIP-based legislation can be a medium to begin the process of healing via shared community-building that recognizes Indigenous rights as international human rights law.\textsuperscript{384} Legitimate arguments of sovereignty from Indigenous peoples around the world should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, as Indigenous peoples have the right for self-determination that allows them to maintain sovereignty or submit to another Sovereign. Indigenous peoples exercising their right of self-determination via integration with the United States deserve their rights to be respected and enforceable. If the U.S. is honest about their foreign and domestic policy, implementation and enforcement of those purportedly supported policies for Indigenous rights is the logical next step. Strengthening Indigenous culture at a higher level of the public sphere benefits the entire community by enhancing international human rights law as well as cultural survival, and this could be pivotal for the CNMI. All of the above, with legal protections at the local and federal levels with UNDRIP-based legislation, could be used as a pathway to reunification, statehood, and a solution to end second-class citizenship in U.S. territories, while ensuring cultural survival.\textsuperscript{385}

Applying UNDRIP-based legislative approaches could be a creative vehicle to give the CNMI and other Indigenous-based U.S. territories unanimous support to denounce the Insular Cases. If there is unanimity against the Insular Cases, U.S. territories could move forward together to end second-class citizenship for nearly 4 million Americans by implementing UNDRIP-based legislation and offering statehood to any U.S. territory that wishes to remain American. Poetic justice would have the Marianas reunify into statehood together if the Indigenous people desire to do so. Indigenous rights legislation could also create a foundation to additionally discard all Discovery Cases. Cultural survival increases with
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Indigenous rights legislation, as Indigenous peoples are still under attack from exploitative powers.\(^{386}\) In a world of increasing instability from the climate crisis, war and potential nuclear annihilation, pandemics, etc., an Indigenous Renaissance could help the CNMI remain independently sustainable,\(^{387}\) if need be, thus ensuring self-determination. The Indigenous Chamorro blessed the CNMI with a wonderful legacy: an *Inafa’maolek* blueprint for a harmonious way of life with each other and nature.

If Indigenous rights are implemented at the federal level, statehood is the ticket for the CNMI out of second-class citizenship and territorial purgatory. Reunification could also bring enhanced cultural identity for the Indigenous peoples of the Marianas. UNDRIP-based legislation at the local and federal levels could create legally protected space for a culturally-enriched society. For America to end second-class citizenship, equitizing further integration, independence, or free association must be on the table for U.S. territories. If America wants to keep their geo-strategic positioning during the Pivot to Asia, this would require federal protections for Indigenous cultural rights, which could catalyze Indigenous territories’ interest in statehood. Finally, ending second-class citizenship in U.S. territories can embrace diversity and reduce socioeconomic and healthcare disparities, thereby ensuring cultural survival for Indigenous peoples. If states and territories are laboratories for democracy, the CNMI could be an influential domino in implementing UNDRIP in the U.S. and ending second-class citizenship in the process.
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